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INMMARY

A method based on geometric factors of the coolant passage was
evolved for the rapid selection and evaluation of coolant passage con-
figurations for air-cooled turbine rotor blades. The more promising
coolant passage configurations, as selectedby the simple blade evaluat-
ion criteria, are then analyzedby detailed methods to obtain absolute
values of the required cooling-air weight flow, the pressure loss, and
the strength characteristics.

s

As a verification of the simple criteria proposed for the rapid

4 selection .sudevaluation of a coolant passage configuration, a compari-
son was made of three configurations for an air-cooled nontwisted blade
desi~ed for use on a turbojet engine with a centrifugal compressor
using both the simple criteria and detailed analytical methods. The
analytical and experimental blade temperatures for two different coolant
passage configurations of q blade used in a turbojet engine with a cen-
trifugal compressor were compared to determine to some degree the
validity of using the one-dimensional radial-blade-temperatureequation
for predicting blade temperatures in the detailed analysis. As a
further example of the procedure used for the selection of a suitable
coolant passage configuration, the simple criteria and the detailed
analytical methods were used to select a coolant passage configuration
for a turbine blade to be used in a turbojet engine having an axial-flow
compressor.

INTRODUCTION

fi general, the requirements of a good air-cooled turbine rotor.
blade are high coolfig effectiveness, low pressure drop, acceptable
stress levels, light weight, smd ease of manufacture. Methods of con-

U trolling these qualities in design are being investigated at the NACA
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Lewis laboratory. The requirements for maximum cooling effectiveness
have been studied through experimental investigationson a variety of
coolant passage configurationsfor air-cooled blades. References 1 to 5
report the results of heat-transfer and endurance investigations on the
more promising air-cooled shell-supportedblade configurationswhich
were tested in a production turbojet engine modified to accommodate air
cooling●

At the same time, considerable effort has been expended on the
development of air-cooled turbine blade fabrication techniques which
would lend themselves to mass production procedures. Forming the blade
shell from tubing by brazing the extended heat-transfer surfaces to the
inside of the blade shell.and then brazing the shell to the base appears
desirable from a production standpoint (reference 6). Moreover, a blade
fabricated in this manner permits extension of the cooling-air passage
closer to the leading and trailing edges than was yossible in cast
blades such as those used in reference 4. The efiension of the coolant -
passages aids in the reduction of the large chordwise temperature grad-
ients formerly encountered.

As a result of the investigations of cooling effectiveness and
fabrication techniques conducted on air-cooled turbine blades, satis-
factory blades ha~e been developed for use in a turbojet engine having
a centrifugal cmpressor. For example, the tube-filled blade configura-
tion of reference 4 was proven successful for a given blade profile in
the centri~al-flow-compressor engine. In order to reduce the experi-
mentation and lengthy analytical computations required for the develop-
ment of blades for other insta~ations, it is desirable that a reliable
method for rapid selection and evaluation of an internal coolant passage
configurationfor any air-cooled rotor blade be available. That fs, if
a nuniberof different possible air-cooled blade configurationsare to be
considered for a given turbine, the more promising configurations could
be rapidly selected and then be further analyzedby detailed analy-
tical methods.

Evaluating the cooling effectiveness of cooled blades necessitates
that the blade temperatures be known. Analytical eqpations for pre-
dieting blade temperatures for air-cooled and liquid-cooled turbine
rotor blades are presented in references 7 and 8, respectively. Good
agreement letween analytical blade temperatures calculatedly the methods
presented in reference f3is shorn m references 9 and 10 for the experi-
mental blade temperatures of a water-cooled turbine. So far as is
known, however, no experimental verification of the one-dimensionalblade
radial temperature-distributionequation for rotating air-cooled blades
as presented in reference 7 has been made, and one of the objectives of
this report is concerned with this problem.
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In addition to an evaluation of the cooling effectiveness of a

d blade, some esthate of the pressure losses is required in the analysis
of cooled blades. The methods for obtaining the pressure-loss charac-
teristics of air-cooled blades are presented in reference 11 and veri-
fied in reference 12 for two air-cooled blades tested under static con-
ditions. Reference 12 also presents ~ integrated form of the
differential equation of momentum presented in reference Xl that greatly
reduces the labor required to evaluate the pressure changes through the

~ blade coo-t passage.

CDN If the analysis of reference 7 is assumed applicable to air-cooled
blades, the coolant passage of an air-cooled turbine rotor blade maybe
designed for a specific application. The procedure required to evaluate
the cooling effectiveness and pressure-loss characteristics using the
methods given in references 7 and 12 is time consuming, however,
especially if a h.rge number of configurations are to be considered.
The stress, weight, and fabrication characteristics,which are also
important factors, maybe evaluated more readily. It is therefore
important that a methodbe evolved that will give, for a specific blade
profile and application, a relative evaluation of the cooling effective-
ness, pressure loss, and strength characteristics of a nuniierof coolant
passage configurations in a reasonable length of time. Obtainimg such a
method is another o%jective of this report.

8
Since the more promising of the configurations selectedby this

relative evaluation wild.be analyzed in detail by the methods of refer-
4 ences 7 and 12, it is necessary, as previously mentioned, to verify the

reliability of the analytical temperature-distribution eqpation of refer-
ence 7. Consequently, a comparison has been made between the experi-
mental and analytical blade temperatures obtained for two rotating air-
cooled blade configurations which were investigate& in a turbojet engine
with a centrifugal compressor (references 4 and 5). This comparison
utilized the experimental values of blade temperature obtained at a span
position one-third from the blade base for a tube-filled blade and a
finned blade with an insert. These two blades have essentially the same
external profile at the one-third span position.

An analysis for the relative evaluation of the heat-transfer,
strength, and pressure-loss characteristicsbased on certain geometric
factors of the coolant passage was then made. This analysis was applied
to the two coolant configurations of references 4 and 5 and to a third
blade configuration having 35 fins, made of corrugated sheet metal, in
the coolant passage. The rebtive magnitudes of these geometric factors
were compared with the values obtained by the detailed analytical methods

b to gain an indication of the reliability of the evaluation based on the
geometric factors.

u
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As an illustration of the procedure involved in the rapid selection
of a coolant passage configuration, an analysis was made to select a
coolant passa@ c~nfiguration for an air-cooled rotor blade for the tur- *

bine of a turlojet engine with w axial-flow compressor. This blade pro-
file was quite different from that for the ehgine having a centrifugal-
flow compressor. An ~lytical comparison was first made of nine

-.

propose”dcoolant passage configurations for “thisblade shape on the basis
of the geometric factors previously mentioned, and the two most promising
blades were then further snalyzed utilizing the detailed analytical
methods h order to obtain absolute values. #

. ml

Thus, the complete.purposeof this report is to present (1) a com-
parison of experimentallymeasured and analytically predicted average
blade temperatures-fortwo coolant passage configurations; (2) an analy-
tical method for the rapid selection’and the evaluation of a coolant
passage configuration for any air-cooled turbine rotor blade; (3) a
verification of the proposed simple criteria by a comparison with the
results obtained using the detailed analytical equations~ and (4) an
illustration of the procedure involved for the selection and evaluation
of a coolant passage configuration for a particular air-cooled blade
profile and application.

DEIK13XD AMALYTIC4L METHODS FOR SEE3CTINGAND EVN2W!ITNG w

AIR-COOLED BI.ADES
6

The three principal factors that shouldbe considered in the selec-
tion sad evaluation of a coolant passage configuration for an air-cooled
turbine rotor blade are (1) the heat-transfer characteristics,or the
cooling effectiveness; (2) the strength characteristics,which are
defined herein as a stress-ratio factor; and (3) the pressure-loss
characteristics,which concern the radial static pressure variation
.withtithe coolant passage. All the procedures to he described in this
section have been presented previously in NACA publications and are
assembled here for convenience and to illustrate all the detailed methods
used herein to evaluate coolant passage characteristics.

Critical Blade Section and Cooling-Air Flow Requirements

The heat-transfer characteristics, or cooling effectiveness, of a
particular coolant passage configuration for a shell-supprted blade are .
measured by the amount of cooling air and the cooling-air temperature
required to maintain a given blade shell temperature. The determina- *
tion of the requi”kd cooling-air Y1OW necessitates the evaluation of
the outside and inside heat-transfer coefficients of the blade, the

d
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effectiveness of the internal heat-transfer surfaces, and the span posi-
tion of the blade where the anal@ical average blade shell.temperature
curve is tangent to the blade shell temperature curve, which is found
from a consideration of the blade centrifugal stresses and the stress-
to-rupture properties of the blade material. This point of tangency
will be called the critical blade section.

Analytical blade shell radial temperature distribution. - !J!heequa-
tion which gives the one-dimensional mdial temperature distribution for
an air-cooled turbine blade is stated and derived in reference 7. Ih
general, the rotational terms of the nondimensional blade temperature-
distribution equation (equation (18), reference 7) are of minor impor-
tance and can be omitted. Thus, the one-dimensional equation used is

Tg,e -5
‘g,e - ‘a,e,h

where

(1)

Tif z~

*
(Definitions of symbols are given in appendix A.)

\

Before eqpation (1) can be applied to determine the blade tempera-
tures of a given turbine, it is necessary that Tg,e} Ta,e,h, ~, -d

~f be lmown. The effective gas temperature Tg,e can be evaluated

from turbine design or operational data~ equation (n) of reference 13,
and the values of recovery factor presented in reference 14. The
effeCtiVe cooling-air hlet temperature at the blade base Ta,e,h must

be assumed on the basis of the compressor bleed temperature expected and
subsequent temperature rises of the air prior to the blade base. In
most cases, the total cooling-air temperature ‘~,h c~ be used without

titroducing appreciable errors. The methods for obta~g ~ and ~f
are now discussed.

Determination of gas-to-blade heat-transfer coefficient: In order
to obtain average blade tempemtures around the blade periphery for a

. given radial position, an average value of ~ is used in equation (l).

This average outside analytical heat-transfer coefficient ~ is given

by the following correlation equation (equation (40)j reference 15, in*
the notation used herein):
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(2)

where ~ and ~ are functions of ~ and Eu. For the blade under
consideration, F and z are deterdned from the theoretical chordwise
velocity-distributioncurve required to evaluate ~ and Eu, which may
be obtainedby applying stream filament theory derived for compressible
flow around blades (reference 16) to the blade under investigation. The
manner of obtaining ~ and Eu is described in appendix B of refer-
ence 15.

Determination of blade-to-coolant heat-transfer coefficient: For a
blade that has internal surface in the hollow blade shell, an inside
heat-transfer coefficientbased on the total heat-transfer surface area
and temperatures can be obtained from equation (90) of appendtx 1?of
reference 11 where in the present notation

~a,B = 0.01-9(xa,B) (30.8 ~->B

%

in which

(3)

●

●

(4)

As indicated, the fluid properties in eqpations (4) and (5) are based on
blade temperature. It canbe shown (reference 17) that for air flowing
in a smooth round tmbe, a satisfactory correlation of average inside
heat-transfer coefficientswas obtained for a range of wall t~eratures
from approximately 150° to 1600° F and sn inlet-air temperature near
75° F when the fluid properties were based on wall temperatures. There-
fore, for the accuracy reqtired in this inv~stigation, fluid pro~erties
based ortblad~ temperature are satisfactory. The average cooling-air
temperature T~ required in equation (4) is obtainedby determining a
cooling-air temperature distribution through the blade from equations
reported in reference 11 with a known value of ‘a,e,h- For this

analysis, ~~ is taken as the average of the cooling-air temperatures at

the blade root and blade ti~.

The average effective inside heat-transfer coefficient ~ required
in equation (1) is based only on wall temperature amd wall surface area. b’

—-.
.

.
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x
The following equation (eqwtion (6), ref~rence 7, in the notation of
this report) gives the relation between hf and ha,B for a finned

4 blade having fins

where

m fin spacing

T fin thickness

L effective fin

‘r2 %,B
9 T kB

When equation (5)

that are nearly uniform:

[
~=::BT Lq 12L tanh (L@ +m (5)

is applied to blades having fins of varying lengths
or internal heat-transfer surfaces of varying shapes, it is desirable
that the internal surface be broken up into sections of equivalent fins
rather than that an average fti lengthbe used in eqmtion (5). It can

\ be shown that for “n” sections of equivalent fins, each of which
contains a~ ftis, equation (5) becomes

where ~ is the indexof summation.

The application of equation (6) to air-cooled turbine blades having
internal surfaces other than fins, such as tubed or corrugated blades,
requires that the internal surface be replaced by equivalent fins. The
following method is therefore suggested for use in conjunction with
equation (6):

(1) By inspection, divide the bhde into “n” sections of equivalent
fins which appear to have equal fin lengths, spacings, and
thicknesses, and determine the nuniberof fins a~ in each

section.
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(2) For each section, determine the inside

21,( and the total wetted perimeter

l!lACARM E52G18

*
blade shell perimeter

●

(3) Determine the quantities required for equation (6) according to
the foldawing definitions: .

The inside blade shell perimeter is

(7)

Now, since a~ is known and T can be easily determined

(for fins or corrugations,thiclmess of fins or corrugations;
for tubes, wall thickness of tubes), equation (7) maybe
written

and the fin length for a particular section is

,-

(8)

(9)

Therefore, for any air-cooled blade that has internal surface in the
hollow blade shell; the blade thermal conductivity and eqwtions (7)
lo (9) are used in conjunction~ith eqyation (6) to obtain a value of
~ for a ptiicular value of ha,B. An example of the a~lication of
equations (6) to (9) to both a corrugated and a tubed type blade is
given in a~endi.x B.

Determination of blade critical section. - As previously mentioned,
the blade critical section is the span position where a blade radial
temperature-distributioncurve (hereinafterdesignated Cume 1) deter-
mined by means of equation (1) is tangent to the blade shell ratial
temperature-distributioncurve (hereinafterdesignated Curve 2) deter-
minedly use of the blade centrifugal stress and the stress-to-rupture
properties of the blade material. The centrifugal-stressdistribution
is determinedly calculating the stress from the tip to the root of the
blade (see fig, l(a)). The method for determining this centrifugal
stress is given in equatton (2) of reference 13. When the centrifugal-
stress distribution is known, the blade shell radial temperature dis-
tribution (Curve 2) for determining the blade critical section can be
determined from the blade material stress-to-rupturedata (see fig.
l(b)) and plottedas shown in figure l(c). The radial blade temperature

i’

.
——

.-

—

.

.
.
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a

distribution (Curve 1) is determined for a number of cooling-air weight
flows and plotted on the same coordinates until a point of tangency is

. determined-between one of these analfiical curves ‘ad
temperature curve (Curve 2). This point on the blade
the critical section.

E
al
N

Stress-Ratio Factor

A method for comparing and evaluating the cooling

the blade shell
span is called

effectiveness of— —
air-cooled turbine r%or ~lades of different configurations on the basis
of a stress-ratio factor is reported in reference 4. For air-cooled
turbine rotor blades with chordwise temperature gradients (fig. 2(a)),
plastic flow would occur and a portion of the load would be transferred
to a section of the blade that is still in the elastic range even though
parts of the blade are operating beyond the elastic limit of the material.
The local allowable chordwise stresses are evaluated from the blade tem-
peratures and the stress-to-rupture properties of the blade material used
(fig. 2(b)). The allowable stress for the blade at the critical blade ‘
section is then assumed.to be the integrated average of the local allow-
able stresses. On the basis that the centrifugal stress is the most
si~ificant in defining the actual operating stresses h the turbine
rotor blade, the stress-ratio factor is defined as v

L

Stress-ratio factor = area under allowable stress curve
area under actual centrifugal stress curve

(see fig. 2(b)). Therefore, once the critical.blade section for a
particular blade has been determined, the allowable stresses maybe
obtained for a range of cooling-air flow ratio. These allowable
stresses are then used in conjunction with the centrifugal stress
obtained at the critical blade section to determine stress-ratio factors
for a range of cooling-air flow ratio. A stress-ratio factor is then
assumed for determining a minimum value of cooling-air flow ratio.

Stress-ratio factors based on analytical bkde temperatures are
determined in the following manner:

.

.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Determine the blade shell radial temperature distribution
(Curve 2) for the blade under consideration.

Calculate the average peripheral blade temperature from equa-
tion (1) for a range of cooling-air flow ratio for a series
of radial stations (Curve 1).

Plot the blade shell temperature distribution as determined from
blade material stress-to-rupture data (Curve 2) and the radial
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blade temperature distributions (Curve 1) on the same coordi-
.

nates and obtain a point of .,jxmgencybetween one of the blade
temperature-distributioncurves (Curve 1) and the blade shell @

distribution curve (Curve 2). The radial.blade position at
--

which this point of tamgency occurs is”assumed to be the
critical blade section (see fig. l(c)).

(4) Use the average peripheral blade temperatures occurring at the
critical blade section and the blade stress-to-rupturedata
to obtain an average allowable stress for each of the cooling-

3–
2

air flow ratios considered. (Since an average blade tempera-
ture is used, it is not pssible to obtain an integrated —
allowable stress based on a peripheral
tion.)

(5) Calculate the average centrifugal stress
section.

(6) Divide the average allowable stress at a

temperature distribu—_

at the critical blade

given cooling-air flow
ratio by the average centrifugal stress and thus determine a
stress-ratio factor for the given cooling-air flow ratio.

Pressure-Loss Characteristics d

Once the reqtired cooling-air flow ratio for a given stress-ratio
factor has been determined, the required cooling-air static pressure at
the blade root maybe calculated from the following eqwtions (eqya-

<.

tions (1) and (H.), reference 12, in the present notation):
—

(lo)

and

1

- ““t+o”z%’h)’+1

~ = %,T2 + 1“2 k ‘a,h2 1 + 0“2 %T

—

(U)
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where

u.

-f.

(KQn=*[k%)+(da]
and

( ra-l ) [( r=- 1 ,)( -1 )]— hf@2 + 1 + ‘+ hf/@2
1+=~2m=; 1+ 2

The cooling-air tokl tempemhme at the blade tip required in equa-
tions (10) and (D) may be calcxdated from equations presented in
reference 11 with a bown value of T’a,h” The equation parameters ~u

and ~ as well as methods for determining pa,T, ~, T> and f are

presented in reference 12.

SIMPLE ANALYTICAL cxmERIA FOR SELECTING AND

AIR-COOIZD BLADES

. The selection and evaluation of several coolsnt

EVALUATING

passage configura-.
tions for a blade with a specific appli.cation by the detailed anaQ%ical
methods Just described is a rather long and involved process. It iS

* desirable that a more rapid method for the relative evaluation of a
number of coolant passage configurations for a given blade be available.
Such a method, based on certati geometric fqctors of the coolant passage
configurations, has been evolved. The coolant flow area and the
internal cooled surface area are the criteria used to evaluate the cool-
ing effectiveness of the coolant configurations; the volume of the air-
foil and the cross-sectional metal area are used for the blade weight
and stress criteria; and the _ulic d~meter of the coolant passage
gives an indication of the cooling-air pressure losses. A number of
coolant passages for a specific blade car-be investigated quite rapidly
by the use of these geometric factors, and then the absolute evaluation
of the more promising configurations can be made by the detailed methods
just described.,

Blade Cooldng Effectiveness Criterion

b Since for a specific blade shape and application the outside heat-
. transfer coefficient remains constant, the factors influencing the cool-

ing effectiveness of a blade are the inside heat-transfer coefficient
and the effectiveness of the internal heat-transfer surface area. colll-

% bining equations (3) and (4) shows that
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with ~a,B and ‘~,B assumed constant, equation (12) csa be written

,a,B=K(5p..*8(QJ8(J_) (13)

The total emount of heat transferred
the blade is given by

to the coolh.g air passing through

where ~B,t is the average temperature of the

and ~ is the average temperature of the blade shell. Substituting
equation (13) tito the first part of equation (14) gives

(Tg,e - ~B)

inside wetted

(14)

surface

(15)

With the hydraulic.diameter
be written

defined as ~b/Si,t, equation (15) can
—

Q=” (Wa)o.8(%f*’)pJ’*8 (~B;t +

It can alsobe shown that (~~B)””8 (~B,t-~a) is a ~ction of

(wa)’, where the exponent 8 is negative but less than 0.8. Thus,

equation (16) can be written

or

1.2

()\

Si t
Q=K” (Wa)o.’ (Wa)e +----

a

where the exponent B is positive.
Cognmm-:-+

(16)

(17)

—.
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The higher the ratio (Si,t)1*2~~ to dissipate agivensmount of

3 heat Q, which is essentially constant except for sma31 changes in the ‘
average blade temperature, the smaller is the required cooling-air flow.
The cooling effectiveness of a configuration is increased as the required

cooling-air flow is decreased. The ratio (Si,t)102/~ therefore is
the criterion to be considered for the cooling effectiveness of an air-
cooled blade.

Blade Stress and Weight Criteria

For a specific application of a blade shell having a given spanwise
vsriation in the blade wall thiclmess, wherein it is assumed that the
blade shell and internal heat-transfer surfaces support themselves
separately, it can be shown that the centrifugal stress at any blade
span position is a function of the ratio of the cross-sectionalmetal
area of the Made at the blade tip to the cross-sectionalmetal area of
the blade at the specified span position. Therefore, in order to obtain
a relative indication of the centrifugal stresses of a particular blade
shell having varicnzscoolant passage configurations, it is necessary
only to compare the ratios of the cross-sectionalmetal areas at the
blade tip with the cross-sectionalmetal areas of the blades at the

t
desired span position. Essentially, this comparison is simply a compari-
son of the taper ratios of the blades. For simplicity, however,
especially when the relative merits of a particular tapered bl.adeshell

s having a ntier of different constant-area coolant passage configura-
tions are desired, a relative comparison of the centrifugal stresses
may be obtained by consideri@ the ratio of the cross-sectionalmetal
area of the tapered meniber(blade she~) to the cross-sectionalmetal
area of the untapered mem%ers (coolant passage configurations) at a
particular span position. This comparison is usually made at the blade
root where the stress is the greatest and drawings of the blade under
consideration are usually available. TIW larger this ratio Atap/Aun.tap

is, the smaller is the centrifugal stress. For exampk, a tapered blade
shell having no internal heat-transfer surface (hollow air-cooled blade)
would have a ratio of infinity at the blade root, whereas the ssme blade
shell having fins in the coolant passage might have a ratio equal to
five. Therefore, the hollow blade would have the smaller centrifugal
stress of the two blades. If the blade shell has no taper (Atap/Auntap
is zero), the untapered blade shell will have the same stress at a
particular span position regardless of the coolant passage configuration.
It is to be pointed out, however, that this shple criterion for a rela-
tive indication of the blade stress is dependent on only the blade cen-

. trifugal force and does not necessarily indicate the stress-ratio factor
since the stress-ratio factor combines the effect of both stress level
and cooltig effectiveness. As a consequence, this criterion can be con-

s sidered only as a preldhdnary indication of blade strength, and an evalua- “
tion of the stress-r,atiofactor to obtaih the effects of cooling is
necessary h the final analysis.
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c
The volume of metal in the airfoil section gives a direct measurement

t of the relative weight of the various configurations. Lightweight blades
are
and
can

important in that less metal is required in the blades themselves P

because the rim loading on the disk is reduced, the disk structure
—

usually be lightened considerably. —

Blade Pressure-Loss Criterion

The determination of the static pressure at the blade base by use %

of equations (10) and (U.), although they are considerably shorter than R

the original equations reported in reference 11, is rather lengthy if a
large ntier of coolant passage configurations are to be ~vestigated.-
An examination of equations (10) and (n) and the equation in refer-
ence U. for the temperature rise of the cool$ng air indicates that for

.-.

a given blade profile and application the primary variables affecting
the cooling-air pressure variation are the $oolant flow area, the cooled

—

surface area, the friction factor, and the hydraulic diameter. With the
friction factor asswned a function of Reynolds nuaiberand the Reynolds
nuniberfor a constant weight flow assumed ex??re~sibleas a function of
the coolant flow area and the hydraulic diameter, it appears that the

.— .

hydraulic dtameter (which can be expressed in temns of the coolant flow
—

area and the cooled surface area) can be used as a criterion for the
relative evaluation of the cooling-airpressure losses as long as the Y
coolant flow areas are of approximately the same magnitude. As the
hydraulic diameter becomes larger, the pressure losses would tend to

—.

decrease. For c~nfigurationswhich tend to.have a pressure rise throti
.

b
the blades, as ~ becomes larger the amount of pressure rise increases,
which is a decreased pressure loss.

PROPOE@l GENERAL COOLANT PASSAGE DESIGN METHOD

A proposed design method for the selection of a coolant passage con-
figuration for any air-cooled turbine rotor blade utilizes both the
detailed analytical methods and the simple analfiical criteria just
described. With a given blade profile and t.~bine operatix con~tions>
a relative evaluation of a number of coolant passage configurations can
be made utilizing the criteria described in the simplified am.alysis.
From krge cross-sectionallayouts of the various coolant passage con-

—

figurations to be considered, the geometric factors involved in the
simple analytical crite~ia are evaluated. These factors are:
(1) coqlant flow area ~, (2) total cooled surface area Si,t (which
is the wetted inside perimeter 2W multipliedby the blade span b),

(3) volume of metal in the airfo,ilsection, (4) cross-sectionalmetal
.

area of the tapered member of the bkde AtaP~ (5) cross-section~ .—

metal area of the untapered members of the blade ~tap) @d r

(6) hydraulic diameter of the cool&nt passage %“ —
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The configuration with the highest cooling effectiveness, that is,
the blade which will require the least amount of cooling air to main-

4 tain a given blade temperature will be the blade which has the highest
1.2/~. me bkde lightest in weightvalue of the criterion (Si,t)

will be that with the smallest metal volume. The configuration with the
hi&hest value of A~P/~taP will have the lowest centrifugal stress

at the blade root. The largest hydraulic diameter ‘~ wiIl indicate

the coolant passage configuration with the smallest pressure losses.
.It is quite probable that one blade coolant passage configuration will
not have the best values for all the criteria considered and some com-
promises willbe necessary.

The most promising of the coolant passage configurations as deter-
minedly the simple analfiical criteria then must be further analyzed
by the detailed analytical methods to obtain absolute values of the
required cooling-air weight flow, the pressure loss, and the strength
characteristics.

PROCEDURE USED TO VERIFY SIMFZE BLADE EVALUATION CRII!EIUA

Experimental Verification of Detailed Analytical Procedure

> The basic equations for the evaluation of the pressure-loss charac-
teristics of air-cooled turbine blades have been verified for two air-
cooled blade configurations investigated in a static cascade (refer-

%
ence 12). Although the equations as presented herein are for a rotating
blade and experimental verification for the rotating case has not as yet
been obtained, the equations are believed applicable.

The use of the stress-ratio factor as & criterion for the strength
characteristics of air-cooled blades is reportal in reference 4 in
which it is shown to be an hproved method of comparing and evaluating
air-cooled turbine blades having different temperature gradients
(chordwise) and tifferent coolant passage configurations and fabricated
from different materials.

In order to determine to some degree the validity of using the one-
dimensional radial-blade-temperatureeqwtion for predicting blade tem-
peratures, a comparison was made of the analytical blade temperatures
and the experimental rotor blade temperatures obtained in a turbojet
engine reported in references 4 and 5. The experimental blade tempera-
tures were obtained on blades of profile 1 (fig. 3(a)) of configura-
tions A andB (see table I). The blade temperatures compared are the.
average blade temperatures at approximately the l/3-span position,
which is the region where air-cooled blades generally fail. To obtain

*

.
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this average temperature from the experimental results, the measured
blade temperatures at a nuniberof chordwise positions at the l/3-span
position were plotted in the form of a temperature-differenceratio

(Tg,e-TB)(Tg,e-Ta,e,h) (reference 1) against the blade periphery for

several cooling-air flow ratios, and integrated average temperature-
difference ratios were obtained. The effective gas temperature and the
effective cooling-air inlet temperatures assumed for the analysis were
used to evaluate the average blade temperatures for the cooling-air flow
ratios considered. Then the allowable streqs used in both the stress-
ratio factors based on analytical temperatures and the stress-ratio
factors based on experimentalblade temperatures were evaluated on the
basis of an average blade temperature, whereas in references 4 and 5
the stress-ratio factors are based on em integrated allowable stress
determined from a chordwise temperature-distributioncurve. The dif-
ference between thesatwo methods of determining stress-ratio factors
is dependent on the nonlinearity of the stress-to-rupture curve for the
blade material under consideration. In most cases this difference is ‘-
small. For example, at a cooling-air flow ratio of 0.02 the stress-
ratio factor ba~ed on an integrated allowable stress determined from
experimental chordwise blade temperatures and a stress-ratio factor
based on sa experimental average blade temperature are 3.0 and 3.1,
respectively, for configurationA of this report.

The insert blade with fins of reference 5 was a twisted blade, .
whereas configurationB, profile 1, of this report is considered to be
nontwisted. The profiles of the blades, however, are practicably iden-
tical. It was assumed, for the purpose of this analysis, that the ““
effect of this twist would be negligible in the evaluation of the out-
side heat-transfer coefficient at the blade span position considered.

Verification of Simple Criteria for Three Coolant

Passage Configurations of Profile 1

Although the development of the criteria for the rapid selection of
a coolant passage configuration is evident from the equations involved
for the coo~ng effectiveness and the centrifugal stress, the case of
the hydraulic diameter for describing the pressure-loss characteristics
is not so well defined. As a verification of the criteria proposed, a
comparison was made of three coolant passage configurationsfor an air-
cooled nontwisted blade designed for use in a turbojet engine with a
centrifugal compressor (see fig.,3(a) for blade profile) using both the
simple criteria snd the detailed analytical methods.
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*
Blade aerodynamic design. - in the design of the aerodynamic profile

for turbine rotor blades suitable for air cooling, several problems not
v considered in most turbine rotor blade designs were introduced. TO

provide adequate cooling of the blades with the @pe of internal heat-
transfer surfaces used, it was necessary that the blade leading and
trailing edges be sufficiently large. For fabrication simplicity, it
was advantageous for the rotor blade to have no aero@amic twist along
the radius and for the coolant passage to be of constant cross section
from root to tip. To aid in investigating these problems, a nontwisted
rotor blade of uniform camber was designed for the turbojet engine with
the centrifugal compressor on the basis of the analysis of reference 18.
The solidity, aspect ratio, and axial chord were maintained the same as
for the original uncooled turbine, but the blade profile was altered to
provide a straight, constant-area cooling-air passage within the blade.
In the design of the twisted turbine stator blades for the centrifugal
engine, the solidity, aspect ratio, axial chord (at the mean section),
blade height, and leading- and trailing-edge radii of the original.
turbine were maintained. The profile derived is shown in figure 3(a).

Coolant passage configurations. - A total of three coolant passage
configurationswas considered for the turbine blade for the turbojet
engine with the centrifugal compressor (see table I). A 10-tube blade,
configuration A, an insert blade with fins, configuration B, and a
finned blade, configuration C, were first analyzedby the simple cri-

i teria and then checkedby the detailed analytical methods. Comparisons
were made of the three coolant passage configurations on the basis of

% analytical blade temperatures, stress-ratio factors, cooling-air static
pressure variations, and blade weight.

Illustration of Selection of Coolant Passage Configuration

for Profile 2 Using Simple Criteria

As an example of the method described in a preceding section, the
selection of a coolant passage configuration for a turbine blade for
application in a turbojet engine having an axial-flow compressor (see
fig. 3(b), profile 2), which is quite different in aerodynamic profile
from that for the engine with the centrifugal compressor, is presented.

Blade aerodynamic design. - The conservative aerodynamic loading and
centrifugal stresses of the turbine of the axial-flow-compressor engine
offered opportunities for a drastic revision of the entire turbine
design to reduce the number of blades to be cooled, decrease the rim
loading on the disks, and increase the scale of the blade coolant pas-.
sage so that more uniform cooling and increased producibility could be
achieved. To accomplish this, the number of blades was reduced from

● 96 to 72, but the solidity was maintained constant by increastig the
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axial chord of the blade from 1.68 inches to 2.27 inches.
4

The rotor
blade height was maintained constant. Because of the low tip speed and
large diameter of this particular turbine, it seemed that, in addition k.
to the constant-area coolant passage,,the,outside aerodynamic profile
could also %e maintained constant from root to tip. This resulted in a
blade with no taper, which should facilitate the fabrication procedures.
The centrifugal stresses at the blade root of this constant cross-

—

section shell were not prohibitive. The twisted stator blades were
designed on the same basis as those for the centrifugal-flow-compressor
engine. The design procedures and the results of a performance investl- 2:
gation of a scale model of the axial-flow-compressorengine turbine “-””““-- R ,_
stator and rotor blades (profile 2) in cold.air are presented in refer”- ,__AJ_ _
ence 19.

Coolant yassa~e configurations. - Nine voolant passage configurations
were considered for the turbine rotor blade of the axial-flow-compressor
engine (fig. 3(b)). These configurations (see table 11) were first
analyzed utilizing the criteria based on the geometric factors, and the
two most promising configurationswere then analyzedby the detailed
methods to determine the average effectite inside heat-transfer coeffi-
cients. The minhum cooling-air flow requirements were then eval~ted - =
for the insert blade with fins (fig. 4) for a cooling-air inlet tem-
perature of 180° F using the one-dimensional radial blade temperature-

—

distribution eqyation, and the required cooling-air pressure at the
—

blade root for this condition as well as the variation of stress-ratio r

factor with cooling-air flow ratio was determined. .
*

Engine Conditions Affecting Cooling Requirements —

The analyses reported herein were made at sea-level static engine
conditions for both the centrifugal-flow-co-~ressorengine (profile 1)
and the axial-flow-compressorengine (profile 2). The values used in
the analyses for determining the cooling requirements are given In
table III.

RESULTS

Experimental Verification

AND DISCUSSION

of Detailed Analytical Procedure -.

Since experimentalblade temperatures were available for configura-
tions A and B of profile 1 (references 4 snd 5) at a position of —

l+ inches from the blade root, a comparison was made between theory

and experiment on the basis of average blade temperatures over a range
.—

of cooling-air flow ratio to verify the use of the one-dimensional
radial bhde-temperature equation. A comparison was also made betwem” k
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the stress-ratio factors based on average analytical blade temperatures
v and integrated ~erimental blade temperatures to determine the signifi-

cance of differences between these two temperatures on the stress-ratio
factor. Figure 5 presents the comparison between analytical and e@eri-
mental average blade temperatures for cooling-air flow ratios up
to 0.04. A cooling-air inlet temperature of 180° F was used for all
cases.

For configuration (fig. 5(a)) and configuration B (fig. 5(b)),
the experimental blade temperatures at the span position investigated
compared quite favorably with the analytical results over the cooling-
air flow ratio range investigated. lhboth cases, the experimental
blade temperatures averaged approximately 40° to 60° F above the
analytical blade temperatures. The analytical results will usually
indicate lower blade temperatures than the experimental results, for
in the theory the contact between the internal heat-transfer surfaces
and the blade shell was assumed perfect. This is not the case for the
blades used in the experimental investigations. Figure 3 of refer-
ence 4 shows that the thermal bond be~een the tubes in the coo~nt
passage and the blade shell was approximately EZlpercent of that desired.
If the contact had been perfect, as was assumed in the analytical
analysis, the experimental blade temperatures would have been lower.
No attempt has been made in the analytical analysis to account for poor

i thermal bond between a portion of the internal heat-tramsfer surface
and the blade she3L.

.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present a comparison between analytical and

experimental average blade temperatures for configurations A and B of
profile 1 on the basis of stress-ratio factor as a function of cooling-
air flow ratio. The stress-ratio factor was determined from the blade

temperatures at a span position l=& inches from the blade root and the

cooling-air inlet temperattie was assumed to be 180° F. The results
based on experimental temperatures showed good agreement with those
based on analytical calculations, but the significance of the 40° to
60° F difference between the analytical and experimental results should
be noted. ti figure 6(a), configuration, for a stress-ratio factor
of 2.0, the analytical results indicated that a cooling-air flow ratio
of 0.012 was required, but experiment showed that a cooling-air flow
ratio of 0.015 was necessary to obtain the same stress-ratio factor.
Thus, the actual cooling-air flow ratio was approximately 25 percent
greater than the theory indicated. This again was due to the fact that
in the blade temperature range considered, the stress-to-rupture data
of the material used (Ttmken alloy 17-22A(S)) decreased rapidly with.
rupture temperature. A slight increase in blade temperature (400 to
60° F) represented a large decrease in allowable blade stress, which is
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used in the determination of the stress-ratio factor, smd thus for a
given cooling-air flow ratio a lower stress-ratio factir was obtained.
Conversely, to maintain a given stress-ratio factor, the actual cooling
air required was greater than that indicated by theory.

As mentioned previousl.y,the pressure-loss equations (IL) and (12)
were verified in a static cascade and the results reported in refer-
ence 12. 5e use of the stress-ratio factor was reported In refer-
ence 4, where it is shown to be an Wprovedmethod for comparing air-
cooled blades.

Verification of Simple Criteria for Three Coolant Passage

Configurations of Profile 1

m Analysis by shqple criteria. - To ve~ify the simple criteria pro-
posed herein for the evaluation of turbine b~des~ the two b~des for
which ~ertiental data had previously been obtatied were evaluated
first. h addition, a coolant passage that was believed to be better
was also evaluated. The simple criteria for the three coolant passage
configurations for the turbine rotor blade of the centrifugal-flow-
compressor turbojet engine are compared in table 1. Because of the

—

high tip speeds.andthe relatively small diameter of the centrifUgal- F
flow-compressor engine, the blade shell was tapered from 0.020 inch at
the blade tip to 0.060 inch at the blade root to obtain reasonable
blade stresses. The values presented in the table were obtained fro~ .

cross-sectional layouts which were ten times the size of the actual
configurations,and in all cases the small fillets formed by the %raze
matertal were neglected. Higher v@ues of all the simple criteria,
with the exception of the weight criterion, indicate the more desir-
able bladea. “

ConfiguraticmA: This blade with 10 tubes in the coolant passage
has been proved (reference 4) to be satisfactoryand therefore the
values of the cooling effectiveness criterion, weight criterion, stress
criterion, and pressure-loss criterion (see table I) were taken as base
values tith which other configurationswere compared.”

Configuration B: This blade, in which the cooling air is forcedto
flow between the insert and the blade shell and in which the heat is
dissipated by means of the mall fins, should require less cooling-air
flow than configurationA to maintain a given blade temperature, since
the value of the cooling effectiveness criterion was larger. Con-
figuration B was some 22 percent heavier than configurationA as shown .

by the weight criterion. ,1’hestress criterion indicated that conf@u?a-
tion B would have a higher centrifugal stress at the blade root than
configuration A and, because of the smaIler hydraulic diameter of con-

——.

figuration B, its pressure loss wouldbe greater.

f
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Configuration C: It was thought that blades with relatively thin

w profiles should not need inserts because the internal surfaces or fins
would be short enough that they would be effective even near the mesa
camber line of the blade. Therefore fins made from 0.010 inch sheet
metal in the form of corrugations were placed entirely across the blade.
Although the total volume of metal in the airfoil is somewhat larger
than that in configuration A, the cooling effectiveness criterion is
larger, indicating that less cooling air wouldbe required. The stress

E
criterion indicates a higher centrifugal stress at the blade root than

a that of either of the other configurations and the smaller hydraulic
N diameter implies a larger pressure loss.

Since the weight and pressure-loss criteria of configuration C do
not vary considerably from those of configuration B, blade C would
probablyhe chosen as the best blade because of its high cooling
effectiveness. The choice of configuration C over configuration B
would, however, be Hluenced by the relative complexity of the required
fabrication techniques.

Analysis by detailed analytical methods. - To check the results
o%tained for the three coolant passage configurations of profile 1 by
means of the simple criteria, the cooling effectiveness, stress-ratio
factors, and pressure losses were evaluated using the detailed analytical

t equations.

Cooling effectiveness: The variation of average blade temperature
v

at a position 1A izmhes-frcm the blade root with cooling-air flow ratio

is shown in figure 7 for the three internal passage configurations of
profile 1. The cooling-air inlet temperature at the blade root was
assumed to be 180° F. For a given average blade temperature in the
range from 900° to 1100° F, the tube-fiiled blade, configuration A,
requires 55 to 80 percent more cooling air than does configuration C.

Figure 7 also verifies the trends predictedby the cooling effecti=-
ness criteria of table I. To maintain a certain blade temperature, con-
figuration A would require the largest amount of cooling air and con-
figuration C, the smallest.

Stresses and stress-ratio factor: The
root AtaF/~tap as presented in table I

analytical calculations of the centrifugal
ferences among the centrifugal stresses at
configurations, however, were not so great

stress criterion at the blade
was verified by detailed

stresses. The relative dif-
the blade root for the three
as

.
simple criteria. The large differences smong

.

would be expected from the
the simple criteria for the
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three configurations existed because Atap was quite large compared

with ~tap;
=

small variations in Amtap resulted in the large dif- U

ferences between the ratios. A comparison of the actual stress and
—

the simple criterion is given in the following table: .

Configuration Stress criterion Centrifugal stress
‘tap at blade root

%ntap (psi)

A 5.24 32,600

B 4.26 33,150

c’ 3.90 33,400

1

A comparison of the three internal passage configurations is shown
in figure 8 on the basis of stress-ratio factor and coolhg-air flow
ratio. With a stress-ratio factor of 2.0, configurationA would require
a cooling-air flow ratio of approximately 0.012, configurationB would
require a cooling~air flow ratio near 0.009, and configuration C would
require a cooling-air flow ratio of 0.0075; that is, the cooling-air
flow ratio for configurationB would be approximately 25 percent less
than that required for configurationA, and that for configuration C
would be about 37 percent less than that for configurationA. This
comparison, on the basis of stress-ratio factor and cooling-air flow
ratio, also substantiates the relative cooling effectiveness shown in
table I. Thus the aualysis indicates that if a stress-ratio factor of
around 2.0 is adequate (reference 4), both finned configurations (B and C)
for the high-stress turbine for the centrifugal-flow-compressorturbojet
engine should operate at”sea-level static engine conditions at cooling-
air flow ratios below 0.01. It shouldbe remembered, however, that
the simple stress criterion ~ap/~taP is an indication of only the

blade centrifugal stress and does not necessarily select the %lade
with the best stress-ratio factor since the stress-ratio factor is also
very dependent on the blade cooling effectiveness

.-
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.
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—
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Pressure losses: The use of the hydraulic Mameter as an indication
of the relative pressure losses, assuming a constant cdoling-air flow
rate, was verified. (As the hydraulic diameter increased the pressure
losses decreased.) Equations (10) and (n) were used and the static
cooling-air pressure at the blade tip was assumed to be 23.75 pounds
per square inch absolute. The results of the detailed calculations,
both for a constant cooling-air weight flow to.verify the pressure loss

.

criteria and for a constant stress-ratio factor of 2.0, are shown in .—

the following table. It shouldbe noted that yressure rises were .:

obtained for all three configurationsand an increased pressure rise
—
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.
indicates a decreased pressure loss. Thus, for the three configurations
considered, the hydraulic diameter will increase as the pressure rise

-* increases. Pressure rises were obtained hecause the Mach numbers in
the cooling-air passages were quite low and the pumping action of the
blades was greater than the inherent pressure drop through the blade.

Configuration

A

Pressure-loss Pressure loss through’blade
criterion

5h
~a, T - Pa,h

(lb/sq in.)
(in. )

Coolant flow con- Stress-ratio factor ●

stant at 0.0162 constant at 2.0
fi/sec

0.0759 5.44 5.44

B I .0576, I 4.75 I 5.13

c .0506 4.70 5.09

In conclusion, the method which involves the simple criteria gives
an accurate relative evaluation of the three coolant passage configura-

K tions of the turbine blade for the centrifugal-flow-compressorengine.

. Illustration of Selection of Coolant Passage

for Profile 2

Configuration

.

.

Analysis by simple criteria. - As a further example of the applica-
tion of the stiple criteria, a coolant passage configuration was
selected for the turbine rotor blade of an engine with an axial-flow
compressor. Nine coolant passage configurations were considered. In
table 11 are presented the values of the criteria considered for the
various configurations, the metal thicknesses of the component parts,
and a sketch of each conf@uration. The blade shell was 0.018 inch
thick with no taper. Since this blade has no taper, the centrifugal

, stress at the blade root was the same for all configurations considered
and the value of the stress criterion was zero. The blades are pre-
sented in the order in which they were considered. The values pre-
sented in the table were obtained from ten times the actual size lay-
outs. Here again, the effect of the braze material was neglected.

Configuration A: The first configuration considered was a tube-
fil.ledblade in which the blade shell was packed with 23 small tubes
(see table II for tube sizes). Although the cooling effectiveness
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criteria appeared to be reasonable, the total volume of metal in the
airfoil section was large and it was thought a lighter configuration
could be found. Also, the coolant flow area was much larger than that
of blades previously investigated (profile 1) and it was considered
advantageous to reduce this area in an effort to increase the inside
heat-transfer coefficient. The pressure loss criterion ~ was of

the same order of’magnitude as that of profile 1.

Configuration B: This configuration is the same as configuration A
except that the tubes in the center of the pack have been blocked off
by means of a cap at the base of the blade. It was realized that this
blade wouldbe heavier than configurationA, but it was considered in
order to exsmine the effect of this blockage on the cooling effective-
ness criterion. This criterion was found to change very little,
although the cooling-air flow area was considerably smaller. The
pressure-loss criterion was also smaller, indicating a slightly larger
pressure loss.

Configuration C: In an effort to utilize sheet metal instead of
tubes to form the internal heat-transfer surface and reduce the weight
of the blade, configuration C was evolved. This blade was about Xl per-
cent lighter thsm the first two configurations considered,but the
cooling effectiveness criterion was quite small. It was also thought
that the potits of contact between the internal surfaces and the blade
shell were spaced too far apart. With the thin blade shell.(0.018 inch)
and the wide spacing, large temperature gradients would probably occur
in the blade shell between the points of contact. ‘Thehydraulic dism-
eter, however, was quite large and therefore the pressure losses would
be low.

ConfigurationD: This configurationwas made in an effort to
increase the cooling effectiveness criterion over that obtained in con-
figuration C by increasing the amount of cooled surface area. The metal
thickness of the corrugationswas double that used for configuration C
to keep the coolant flow area small. Although the cooled surface area
increased considerably, the coolant flow area also increased m“d the
resulting coolhg effectiveness criterion was still considered too
small. The volume of metal in the airfoil section was approaching the
values of configurationsA and B, which were considered too heavy. The
pressure loss criterion, however, was larger than the criteria of con-
figurations A and B. .

ConfigurationE: It was decided that blades which are quite thick
in the midchord region, such as profile 2, should have an insert in the
center of the blade so that the cooling air is forced to flow in an
annulus next to the blade shell where it would be most effective. Such
an insert was provided in configurationE. Here the corrugationswere

.
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0.015 inch in thiclmess and the cooling effectiveness criterion was
larger than the criteria of configurations C aud D, but not so large as

u those of A end B. The blade weight, however, was approximately 15 per-
cent lower than the weights of configurationsA and B. The pressure-
10SS criterion was smaller than the Crit=ia of C and D, but larger
than those of A and B. Eere again it was thought that the points of
contact of the internal corrugations and the blade shell were too far
apart.

Configuration F: This configurationwas made in an attempt to
obtain a high value of the cooling effectiveness criterion by the use
of a large insert. This was accomplished and the volume of metal in
the airfoil section was lower than any previously considered with the
exception of that of configuration C. This configurationwas discarded,
however, because the nonuniformity of the corrugations did not appear
desirable with regard to fabrication and it was quite probable that
some of the very small passages in the midchord region would become
plugged when the assembly was hazed. Also, these small passages b
the midchord region would have a higher pressure drop than the passages
in the leading- and trailing-edge sections, and it is possible that the
midchord passages would receive Little cooUng air. This configuration
had the smallest hydraulic diameter of the coolant passage configura-
tions considered.

t
Configuration G: With 0.015 inch thick sheet metal for the corruga-

tions, this configuration had a cooling effactiveness criterion ccau-

. parable with the criteria of configurations A and B, but was only about “
7.5 percent less in weight. Also, the corrugations were not uniform.

Configuration H: This blade is quite similar to configuration G
with the exceptions that uniform corrugations were used and O.01.Oinch
thick sheet metal was used for the insert =d co~ations. The result-”
ing blade has a value of cooling effactiveness criterion approximately
the ssme as that of configurateion G and the coolant flow area was con-
sidered reasonable. The total volume of metal in the airfoil section
was approximately 25 percent lower than in configurationA. The
pressure-loss criterion appeared adequate when compared with the values
obtatied for the other configurations. The pitch of the corrugations
was such that large temperature gradients in the shell would not be
encountered as the heat was conducted from the shell into the corruga-

, tions. This configuration appeared desirable on the basis of comparison
of the various criteria and reo@.red fabrication procedures and was
selected for a more thorough analysis to determine the required cooling-
air flow ratios, required cooling-air pressure at the blade base, and
the variation of the stress-ratio factor with cooling-air flow ratio..
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Configuration I: Although it was thought that this configuration
would probably be heavier than configuration E, the sheet metal corruga-
tions were simulatedby utilizing tubes placed around the insert. Con-
figuration I was approximately 20 percent heavier than configuration”E, “-
but the cooling effectiveness criterion wa; larger, indicating better
cooling effectiveness. This is somewhat misleading in that the braze
material was neglected. A large portion of the cooled surface area is
obtained by the small passages between the tubes and it is quite “– “-
probable that a large nuriberof these passages would become plugged
when the blade asseniblyis braze~ togethei; On the assumption that
these passages would remain open, the effective inside heat-transfer
coefficient lif was determined and compared with that obtafied for

configurationH.

Analysis by detailed methods. - Detailed analytical calculations
were made on configurationsH and I, insert blades with fins and tubes,
respectively, of profile 2 for a comparison of the average effective
inside heat-transfer coefficients. Further calculationswere made for
configurationH to determine the absolute values of the coollng effec- ‘
tiveness, stress-ratio factor, and pressur—elosses.

Cooling effectiveness: The first conrparisonmade (fig. 9) was t~e
relation of the average effective inside heat-transfer coefficient hf

to the inside heat-transfer coefficient ~a,B for configurationsH

and 1, the two best configurations of profile 2 as determined on the
basis of the simple criteria. Over a range of ~ticipated cooltig-air

—-

weight flows ~0.015 to 0.040 lb/see) the average inside heat-transfer
coefficient ha,B of configurationH was found to be approximately
5 percent lower than that obtained for configuration I and the coeffi-
cients.were tithe range of 0.01 (Btu/(sec)(sqft)(°F)). Figure 9
shows that there was a significant difference between the effective
coefficientsc@ly at the higher values of the inside heat-transfer
coefficient ha,B. However, the facts that for the same cooling-air

weight flow c~nfiguration I has a higher average inside heat-transfer
coefficient ha,B and that for the same values of ~,B configura-
tion I has a higher ~f bear out the results of the shnple analysis
wherein it was shown that the cooling effectiveness criterion was
larger for configuration I than for configurationH. The difference
in the region of 0.01 (Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~l?))between the average effec-
tive inside heat-transfer coefficients hf of configurationsH and I

was not sufficient to warrant any further consideration of configura-
tion 1, since, as pointed out in the previous section, configuration I
has the disadvantage of being heavier than configurationH. It was also
thought that this small difference in the average effective inside heat-
transfer coefficientwould undoubtedly be eliminatedby closing a few
of the small passages between the tubes ~f configuration I when ln?azlng

.
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the component parts of the blade. The low heat-transfer coefficient
was due to the large cooling-air flow area and the over-all cooling

i effectiveness of these two configurations could be increased by increas-
ing the inside heat-transfer coefficient.

Figure 10 shows for configuration H the variation of the average
analytical blade-shell temperature at a position 1.5 inches frcmlthe
blade root with cooling-air flow ratio for a cooling-air inlet tempera-
ture of 180° F. The values used in this analysis are given in table III.
This figure was obtainedby solving equation (1) for the average blade
temperatures over a range of cooling-air weight flow. The critical
blade section, or the span position where a blade radial temperature
curve was tangent to the %lade shell temperature-distribution curve
(see fig. 1) was found to be 1.5 inches from the blade root. The use of
a cooling-air inlet temperature of 180° F assumed that the cooling air
is obtained from one of the ear~er stages of the compressor or that
it is cooled by means of a heat exchanger or expansion system before it
reaches the blade. At cooling-air flow ratios of 0.01 to 0.02, the
average blade temperatures varied from 1150° to 1035° F.

Stresses and stress-ratio factor: -cause of the co~ervative cen-
trifugal stresses ti the turbine of the axial-flow-compressor WhoJet
engine, a nontapered rotor blade shell could be utilized. The cen-
trifugal stress at the root of the rotor blade for the conditions inves-
tigated was 28,000 pounds per sqwre inch.

k figure 11 the stress-ratio factor, the ratio of the allowable
stress to the actual centrifugal stress, is plotted against the cooling-
air flow ratio. If the stress-ratio factor of 2.0 is assumed adequate
(reference 4), the required cooling-air flow ratio for a cooling-air
inlet temperature of MOdF is 0.013 when the blade material is assumed
to be Timken alloy 17-22A(S).

Pressure losses: The required cooling-air static pressure at the
blade root was determined from the required cooling-air flow ratio for
a stress-ratio factor of 2.0. A static pressure at the blade tip of
31.5 pounds per square inch absolute and equations (10) and (n) were
used to find the required static pressure at the blade root, which was
26.4 pounds per sqyare inch absolute. This pressure rise in the blade
indicates that the compressor can probably be bled at some stage before
the compressor discharge at sea-level static engine conditions. With
the pressure required forhleed at the compressor assmed as 35.0 pounds
per square inch absolute (this allowed over 8.0 pounds per square inch
pressure loss from the compressor to the base of the %lade), the
cooling-air temperature was slightly higher than 180° F, but the change
in required coolant flow ratio was negligible.
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Comparison of Profiles 1

NACA RME52G18

.

and 2

All the internal passage configurations considered herein can be .

assumed to be a form of fin. It is known that for a given fin thick-
ness there is a finite length of fin that cag be utilized effectively,
and beyond this length little additional eff.ectiyeheat-transfer surface ‘– -
area csm be gained. Therefore, in blades shilar to profile 2 which is
quite thick in the midchord region, the an~ysis indicated that an
insert shouldbe used. This allows the use of shorter fins; also, the
cooling air is directed near the heated surfaces of the blade shell and
higher inside heat-transfer coefficients can be obtatied for a given g-

amount of cooling air because the use Of the insert decreases the
coolant flow area. In axial-flow-compressorengines of moderate tip
speeds, it is possible to utilize nontapered blade shells and not exceed
reasonable values of stress at the blade root. The use of nontapered
shells reduces the blade weight and, as a consequence, lighter disks
can be employed.

Blades with thin profiles, such as that described herein for the
centrifugal-flow-compressorturbojet enginel do not a~ear to require
inserts. In fact, it was found that the most effective confi~ration
was obtatiedby using thin corrugations across the entire blade width.
The higher tip speeds of the centrifugal-flow-compressorengtie necess-i- “---
“tated the use of a tapered blade shell to withstand the centrifugal ‘- ,~
loads and the blade weight, due ~ part to this tapered shell, was
approximately the same as that of the larger chord blade for the axlal-

—

flow-compressor engine. .

For both profiles considered, the simple criteria proposed herein
provided.an excellent screening method for evaluting a nuniberof con-
figurations and, by using such a design method, {t was possible to
evolve blades that required low cooknt flow rates. I.nboth cases the
pressure losses were qpite low, in fact, the pumping action due to rota-
tion was higher than the pressure loss due to friction so that there

.

was an actual pressure rise.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results of an investigationwherein a method based on geometric
factors of the coolant passage was evolved for the rapid selection and
evaluation of coolamt passage configurations for air-cooled turbine

.-

rotor blades are summarized as follows:

.

.
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1. The analytical average blade temperatrues and stress-ratio

u. factors based on analytical temperatures at a span position of l% inches,

approximately l/3-span position> from the blade root for two coolant
passage configurations for the blade for the engine with a centrifugal-
flow compressor showed good agreement with the experimental average
blade temperatures and stress-ratio factors based on experimental tem-
peratures. Ihboth cases the analytical blade temperatures were 40°

N
ul to 60° F lower than the experimental temperatures.
al..
LU

2. The simple criteria evolved for the selection and relative evalua-
tion of a coolamt passage configuration were: (1) the ratio of the
internal cooled surface area to the 1.2 power to the coolant flow area
for the heat-transfer or cooling effectiveness criterion; (2) the ratio
of the cross-sectionalmetal area of the tapered member of the blade to
the area of the untapered members for the strength criterion; (3) the
volume of metal in the blade shell for the weight criterion; and (4)
the hydraulic diameter for the pressure-loss criterion.

3. The method which involves the simple criteria was found to give
an accurate relative evaluation of the three coolant passage configura-
tions of the turbine blade for the centrifugal-flow-compressorturbojet
engine.

1
4. By the use of this blade evaluation method, a coo~t passage

configuration with a high cooling effectiveness, an insert blade with
. fins, was selected for the turbine of the axial-flow-compressor turbojet

engine. The detailed analytical equations were used to show that for a
stress-ratio factor of 2.0 and a cooling-air inlet temperature of
180° F, this blade would require a cooling-air flow ratio of 0.013.

5. At a stress-ratio factor of 2.0 for the three configurations for
the turbine of the centrifugal-flow-compressorengine and the insert
blade with fins for the axial-flow-compressor engine, it was found
that there was a static pressure rise through the coolant passages.
Because of the high cmu effectiveness and therefore low cooling-air
requirements for these four configurations, the cooling-air Mach numbers
in the passages were quite low and the pumping action of the blades was
greater than the inherent pressure drop through the blade.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio
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The following symbols

A

%.ap

‘untap

-b

‘P

%

EU

F

f

g

h

Kf

K, K’,
K,,,K!,,

k

L

z

Zw

flow area, sq f%

N4CA RM E52G18

AFPENDIX A

.

SYMBOLS

are used in this report:

or sq in. t

metal cross-sectionalarea of tapered meniberof blade, sq ft g
or sq in. — N

metal cross-sectionalarea of untapered metiers of blade,
sq ft or sq h. —

blade length or span, ft or in.

specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(OF)
.

4 times flow areahydraulic diameter, wetted Pertietg,

Euler number

fig B
mean coefficient,

F,JB)Z (d

ft or in.

—
x.

friction coefficient

standard acceleration of

convection heat-trsmsfer

average effective inside
Btu/(sec)(sqft) (%)

constants

.

gravity, ft/sec2 —

coefficient,Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(°F)

heat-transfer coefficient,
.

thermal conductivity,Btu/(see)(ft)(%?)

effective fin length, ft or in.

pertieter, ft or in.

total wetted perimeter, ft or in.
* .
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P

Q

R

r

s

T

T’

w

w

x

Mach number relative to blade

fin spacing, ft or in.
.

engine speed, rpm

E. 10
mesn Nusselt nunber based on perimeter divided by m, _—

nmber of sections of equivalent

%, g,B ~g,Bmean Prsndtl nuniberj

‘g,B

- YCkg,B

fins

static pressure, lb/(sq ft) absolute

heat added to

gas constant,

mean Reynolds

cooling air, Btu/sec

ft-lb/(lb)(OR)

number based on perimeter dividedby ti,

mean inside Reynolds number based on hydraulic dismeter,

‘a % EF~

~%,B”~

distance from turbine
blade, ft or in.

heat-transfer surface

center line to any point on turbine

area, sq ft or sq in.

static temperature, %? or ‘R

total temperature, %? or ‘R

reh-tive velocity, ft/zec

weight flow, lb~sec .

spanwise distsmce from blade root to any point on blade, ft
or in.



exponent of Reynolds number, equation (2)

number of fins in particular section of blade

exponent

ratio of specific heats

exponent

absolute viscosity, lb/(ft)(sec)

transition ratio

density, lb/cu ft

fin thickness, ft or in.

F2KaB

T kB

rotational correction parameter

rotational correction parameter

~r velocity, radians/see

Subscripts:

a cooling air

NACA RM E52G18

(see reference 12)

(see reference 12) .

.-

.

.

—

ml ‘-co
K1

—. <

B blade (When used with fluid properties or in heat-transfer
equations, subscript B tndicates %ased on average blade
temperature at critical section.”)

e effective

g combustion gas

h blade root

.

—.

.—

.

.

.
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.
i inside

. c index sum.ation

m mean value (see equation (U.))

o outside

T blade tip

t used with ~ to denote temperature of total (or wetted)
heat-transfer suxface and with Si to denote total inside
heat-transfer surface

1,2 blade sections (see figs. 12 and 13)

A,A’,B, designate end points of inside perimeter of section of equiva-
B’,C,C’ lent fins (see figs. L2 and 13)

The bar indicates average or mean value.
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APPENDIX B

NACA RM E52G18

—

.

SAMPLE CAUWLA!TIONS FOR DETERMI.NING ~ FOR CORRUGATED

AND TUBED BLADES

An average effective inside heat-transfer coefficient Kf is cal-

culated for a typical corrugated blade (configurationB, profile 1)
-.

using equations (6) through (9).
N .-

The same procedure is applied to a m

typical tubed blade (configurationA, profile 1) but the intermediate %

steps involving numerical calculations are omitted. The main difference _~
between c~nfi~at~ons B and A in the determination of a relation
between hf and ~,B is the selection of equivalent fin sections.

Since the selection of equivalent fin sections for a corrugated-type
blade is relatively simple, configurationB wi13.be considered first.

By inspection, configurationB is divided into two equivalent fin
sections which appear to have equal length fins, and the nurher of fins
in each section is determined (see fig. 12). Section 1 includes the

—

midchord region of the blade between AA’ and IfS’,and section 2
includes both the leading- and trailing-edge regions ACB and A’C’B’
(see fig. 12(a)). The following quantities were detefined from a
10 times size drawing of configurationB, or calculated from equa-

X

tion (7), (8), or (9):
.-

.

Section 1 .

Nu@eroffins,a~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ● . ● 26

Inside blade shell perimeter, ~i,l = 2i,~~ + li,~ll ti.. . . 2.040
ft... 0.1699

Total wetted perfmeter, tw,lj in.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.496

ft. ● . . . ● . . . . ● . ● * ● 0.6247
Finthickness, Tl~in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.o1o

0.000833
Corrugation conduct~it~, “k~,~,“B~ui(~e~)tf~)t%)” 1 R I 1 I 1 0.00708

Section 2

Numberoffinsj~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Inside blade she31 perimeter, Zi,z = Zi,~B + li,AICIBl) in. .
ft .

Total wetted perimeter, Iw,zj in.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ft. . . . . . . . . . . , ● ✎ ✎

FinthickneSs,T2, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .
ft . . . ● . ● . . ● . . . . ● . ● . ● . ●

Corrugation conductivity,k~ )(%).. . . . . .

1.644 .
0.1370
3.124
0.2603 .
0.010

0.000833
0.00708

“-
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Since T1 =

“~
72 and kB,l = kB,2, then ‘?l

35

=~2; thus

Now u~m~ and Lp will be determined for sections 1 and 2 from equations

(8) an: ~9) givin~

alml =

a2m2 =

Writing equation (6)

w

or

—

%,B

0.1483 foot

0.1270 foot

L1 = 0.00917 foot-

L2 = 0.00556 foot

for configuration B gives

(Bl)

1
(qq + qmz} (B2)

Substituting the indicated values in equation (B2) results in

[

tdl(s.ssg haB 1tanh(3.237 ha,B)
~ = ‘a,B 0=896 + 1.554

(5.339 &)’ )
+ 0.433

[%237 ~’:B)

(B3)

. Thus, by assuming values of ~,B, a curve similar to the curves shown in
figure 9 is obtained.

.
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.

For a tubed blade such as configuration A, profile 1, equivalent fin
sections are not so obvious as for a corrugated type blade and the follow-

..

ing procedure is suggested: Determine the_equivalent fin sections by
.-

assuming points of zero temperature gradient.
— .

For example, configura~,
tion A is divided into two equivalent fin sections which appear to have “-’ ‘-”
equal Length fins (see fig. 13). Section 1 includes the leading- and
trailing-edge regions of the blade ACB and A’C’B’, and section 2
includes the midchord region of the blade between AA’ ~d BB’ (see _ ‘_
fig. 13(a)). This fin division is based on the assumption that the
temperature gradient is zero between tubes-at tube junctions and thus %
the tubes are essentially considered as not ~eing interco~ected” A1-so~ . ~

-T..

the temperature gradient is zero at points..gfsymmetry (see fig. 13(b)).
Therefore the two tules nearest the leading- and ’trailing-edgeregions

—

constitute one equivalent fin section (section 1) containing eight fi~o .-=
Section 2 consists of the remaining eight tubes, each of which is
attached to only one wall, and contains 16 ftis. Once the equivalent fin
sections were determined for configurationA, the necessary measurements
were obtained and the following relation resulted:

(tanh 7.675~%,B) tanh (3.84 ~~)
0.879 + 2.282

“1 t— \
+ 0.571

/-.. ~\
I_ \7.675 ~ha,B ) \3m54 ~ha,B }
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TABLE I - COIIPAXISON OF S13PLS CRITERIA WED OH LXKMSTRIC FACTORS FOR TRRXS COOLNT PASSAGE
BLADE OF PROFIIG 1

.

CONFIUORATIONS FOR AIR-COOLEll ROIW

~raze mmterinl nesleoted~ Birroillmsth, 4 in. j shell thlalmes., 0,080 in. at blade root and 0.020 in. at blade- tip;Areaor
heatd mrface, 15.70 Sqin~

CCmfigurathll E%t.al thiokmm Metal
of 00rrugEticm thiokness
cm tube aim

(ill.)
of innert

(In. )

k

-I-l--H
mm- lkt- Hall

ber side bhiok-
Of dim. neon
tUbOB

10 0.125 0.0125 ----- -----

0.0s0

.- —-

:Ooled

nmfaoe

mea

Bi,t
(sqin.

40.80

42.42

53.92

-1-
3001ant cooling
mm ePfaOtlvw-
mrea ness Ori-

% terion

(sq in. ) ~1”2

%

%

0.193 U1

0.15s 6.97

0.171 698

ieight
mlterim,
total
?Ollure of
natal in
iirfoil
[m in. )

0.7S6

0.826

0, 84-I

3t.ress
oritericm

e

5.24

4.26

S.90

Premure.

lcm ml.

(t. )

0.0759

0.0676

0.0506

!2

.
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TABIJ3 II - C02WAR12011 OF SIY21Jl CRITERIA BAWD ON GEOMETRIC BAC’IOR2 FOR NIN2 WO’LAW2PA2SAOE COWPIOURATIOW9 POR AIR-000~ ROTOR
BLAsoI or PROHW3 2

@raze matiriulneglected; airfoil lensth, S.70 in.J Bhell tM.Ime.s, 0.018 In:f ●ma .f heated surface, 20.13 m ~n~

Cmfizuratlcm Metal thiaknem
of Cca.rugaticm
m. tib4miae

(in.)

W
dOknamB
insert

(b. )

md cooled
hioznemBurface
,?cap area

(in. ) Si,t
(.q in.)

Oolanf!

lCU

yin,
remure.

MS ori.

●rim
(2.)

-. ....

%

mm- cut.- wall
bar mide thiuk-
CQ dti. ❑ -m
tubem

o:% 0.02
2 .02
5 .1s .0125

5 0.I.20 0.02
13 .152 .02
s .125 .0126

..

0.4;— .gS,.as

>

1.04; 0.0717

0.0s . 68.28 O.w
,.

0.s6s

So2 1.044 0

“o

o

0

0.0A70-— .*

.—.

-.:

—
-+=

+

~.
b.

-.

,

;.
.-.
.

L-

.

T 2E3 0.704 .

—.

o.12570.01

i

-.. 75.00

0.0s 22.1’2

D

. ...
0.241

...
0.10270.02 522 0.94s—,

B =..,
. .

o.4si

-

.:

O.sii

o.@2 o.o15

0.015

0.015

0.01

0.877 0.0440

F

582 0.846 0 0.0581O.om

o

o.9d40.03 I 77.89 0.s26 422 0 0.07340.015

l=0.03 78.04

n

0.3$.6

,. “.

0.s96

0.72s o 0.07s00.01

I

+

Num- Cmt- wallber8idathiok-
Or diam. nem
tubas

,1 O:lJ: O::;

d :125 ,0126 L0.03 8s.20 o

-

0.96s

-

0.06280.01

.

.

.

-+ .-.. _
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TABLE III - CONOITUllEDETEIM~llW COOLING REQUllWMRWS

.

Item F7mfile 1 Profile 2

Configuration configuration

A B c H

;ompressorWe’lghtflOWJ Wg> lb/see 74.1o 74.1o 74.10 94.00

lffective gas temperature,Tg,e, O!? 1446 1446 1u6 1391

hgine speed, rpm 11,500 11,500 U.,500 7900

lffectiveccml.ing-airtsqper8ture 180 180 160 180
at Klaclsroot, !l!a,e,h) ‘F

kunber of rotor blades 54 54 54 72

?otor blade span, b, in. 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.70

htaMe blade perimeter, 10) in. 3.93 3.93 3.93 , 5.44

?otor blade chord (axial),in. 1.76 1.76 1.76 2.27

iverageoutside heat-tnansfercoeffi- 0.0548 0.0548 0.0548 0.0558
clent, ~, Btu/(sec)(sqft)(Ol?)

*
P



Root Tip

Blade span

.
Blade shell temperature
distribution for determining

. . . .– -. -
critical section (Curve 2)

/-

Point of I

tangen~ I -4-

Analytical
temperature

/
/ distribution

(Curve 1)

I

I I
,.

I I

Root Critical section Tip

Temperature Blade span

(a)Vartationofbiadecentrifugal (b)Variationofstress-to-ru~ure (c)Variationofbladetempwature
stress with blade span. - with tempxature for 100-h~w

life of typical noncritical steel.

Figure 1. - Typical plots used to determtie critical

with blade s p-.

blade section. . !2

.- .
,, ‘1:

.
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I 1 I

Leading Trailing Leading

edge edge edge

Blade chord

(a) Typieal~lade temperature distribution.
●

Leading Trailing Leading
edge edge edge z

Blade chord
v

b) ~pical allowable stress distribution.

Figure 2. - Typical ploLs used to determine stress-
ratio factors for air-cooled turbine rotor blade.
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(a)Profile 1.”

(b)ProTile2.

Figure 3. - Rotorblade profilesat midspan
considered.X3.

-=5=
pxitionfor two blades

●
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(b) coolant passage configurationB.

.
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Figure 5. - Comparison of analyticaland experimental

average blade temperatures at position 1~ inches a

from blade root over range of cooling-airflow ratio
for two coolant passage configurationsof profile1.

—
.

Cooling-air temperature at blade root, 1800 F.
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6.0- I I
Based on
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4.0 / ~ ~
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/ temperature) r r
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(a) Coolant passage configurationA.
~
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$
m

4.0
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I
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,Analytical
temperature

1

Experimental

i
/

T

,

o’ .01 .02 .03 .04
C!oo%g-air flow ratio,wa/w

g

(b) coolant pssage configurationB.

Figure 6. - Comparison of analyticaland experimental

stress-ratiofactors at position l% inches from

blade root over range of cooling-airflow ratio for
two coolant pssage configurationsof profile1.

Cooling-air temperature at blade root, 1800 F.
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Figure 7. - varia~~on of average analyticalblade
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root with cooling-air flow ratio for three cool-
ant passage configurations of profile 1. Cooling -
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Figure 8. - Variation of stress-ratio factor based
on average analytical blade temperatures at

position 1; inches from blade root with cooling-

air flow ratio for three internal ~ssage config-
urations of profile 1. Cooling-air temperature
at blade root, 180° F.
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Figure 9. - Relation between average
effectiveinside heat-tPansfer coef-
ficientand inside-transfercoefficient
for two coolant passage configurations
of profile2.
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Figure 10. - Variation of average
analyticalblade tern~rature at

position1.5 inches from blade
root with cooling-air flow ratio.

Configuration H, profile2.
Cooling-air temperature at blade
root, 180° F.
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Figure 11, - Variation of stress-ratio

factor based on average analytical

blade tempmature at position

1.5 inches from blade root with
cooling-air flow ratio. Configura -

tion H, profile 2. Cooling-air

temperature at blade root, 180° F.
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(a) Configuration B, profile 1.

I I I
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(b) Typical sectionof cmlmt passage
showing four equivalent fins.

al = 26
A

Section 1

u

(c) Equivalent fin sections.

T

Figure 12. - Figures used for determiningeffectiveinside
heat-transfercoefficientfor configuration, profile 1.
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(a) ConfigurationA, profile1.

Points of zero
temperature gradient

(b) Seotion of coolant passage showing eight equivalent fins,
four of section 1 and four of section 2.

%2 = 16

%=8 I I
I

Section1
I \

Section 2

(c) Equivalent fin sections.
T

Figure 13. - Figures used for determining effective inside
heat-tremfer coefficient for configuration A, profile 1.
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